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SOUTH FLORIDA IS INVITED TO JOIN KB, GIEL & BUTTA P. AS THEY
PROCLAIM WITH AUTHORITY AT ‘THE DECREE’ CONCERT!

KB
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BUTTA P.

MIAMI – July 1, 2015 – Fuzion Promotions and Carrying Bread to the Multitudes Inc. (CBM) are
inviting all of South Florida to come out and experience ‘The Decree,’ a night of music, art and
culture featuring Reach Records’ rapper KB and two of Miami’s brightest Christian artists, GIEL and
Butta P. on Saturday, August 15, 2015 at The Fountain of New Life, 4601 NW 167 th Street in Miami
Gardens. Doors open at 7 p.m. General admission tickets are $15 in advance and $20 at the door.
VIP tickets are $25 in advance and $35 at the door. Group rates are available for groups of 10 or
more.
The Decree is more than a concert and it’s beyond a mere statement! The Decree is a movement! It
is a proclamation made in authority through art, culture & music. Fuzion wants believers
everywhere to take back what the enemy has stolen from their lives, families, communities, and
cities. Job 22:28 (AMP) says: "You shall also decide and decree a thing, and it shall be established for
you; and the light [of God’s favor] shall shine upon your ways.”
Clinton K. Powell is the Founder and President of Fuzion Promotions as well as the Youth Pastor at
Evangel Church International in Miami. Fuzion has been responsible for bringing artists like Trip
Lee, Thi'sl, Da' Truth, KB, V. Rose, For A Season, Shana Wilson, Deraj, Derek Minor, KJ-52 and more
to Miami. It is quickly becoming one of the top ‘go-to’ promotions companies for major Christian
events.
"There is so much going on in the world today. This generation is facing very difficult times. People
are literally fighting for their lives and many have lost hope. I want them to know that they can find
hope in Jesus Christ. I want them to proclaim victory and walk in it. The Decree is a creative way to
get that message across," Powell said.
For more information about The Decree, visit Fuzion online or call 786-248-1297.
ABOUT FUZION PROMOTIONS: Fuzion Promotions is the fastest growing Christian promotions
company in South Florida that caters to the practical and spiritual development of young adults for
the betterment of the Kingdom of God. Through its outreach programs, events and concerts; young
adults will be equipped with the knowledge and strength needed for a radical personalized
relationship with Christ.
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